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The authors investigated the possibility that working memory span tasks are influenced by interference and that interference contributes to the correlation between span and other measures. Younger and older adults received the span task either in the standard format or one designed to reduce the impact of interference with no impact on capacity demands. Participants then read and recalled a short prose passage. Reducing the amount of interference in the span task raised span scores, replicating previous results (C. P. May, L. Hasher, & M. J. Kane, 1999). The same interference-reducing manipulations that raised span substantially altered the relation between span and prose recall. These results suggest that span is influenced by interference, that age differences in span may be due to differences in the ability to overcome interference rather than to differences in capacity, and that interference plays an important role in the relation between span and other tasks.

Working memory is traditionally thought of as the capacity to handle current demands for storing and manipulating activated memory representations. In this guise, working memory plays a role of fundamental importance in major models of higher level cognitive functioning, including in models of language comprehension, general intelligence, memory retrieval, life span development, and frontal lobe functioning (e.g., Baddeley, 1996; Daneman & Carpenter, 1980; Just & Carpenter, 1992; Moscovitch, 1992; Shallice & Burgess, 1993). Working memory’s status as a cognitive primitive in these models is supported by at least two decades of research showing that individual and group differences in capacity as measured by working memory span tasks predict individual and group differences on a variety of cognitive tasks.

However, not all investigators agree that capacity is the source of the span’s predictive power (e.g., Baddeley, Logie, Nimmo-Smith, & Brereton, 1985; Martin, 1995; Tirre & Pena, 1992; Waters & Caplan, 1996; Whitney, Arnett, Driver, & Budd, 1999). Most working memory span tasks are quite complex, involving storage and retrieval of information across multiple test trials as well as various operations to process that information, and thus it is difficult to determine exactly what constructs they assess. In addition, an alternative interpretation of span tasks posits that they not only involve the ability to handle current information, but also require the successful management of previous information (e.g., Dempster & Corkill, 1999; May, Hasher, & Kane, 1999).

Consider, for example, the reading span task developed by Daneman and Carpenter (1980). In that task, participants read a series of unrelated sentences for comprehension while trying to remember the last word from each sentence. The sentences are presented in groups, or sets, that typically start with the smallest one (two sentences) and then increase systematically to the largest set (four or five sentences). Participants are given several trials (most often three to five) at each set size, and an individual’s working memory span score is determined by the largest set size for which he or she completes the majority of the word recall trials successfully. In this task, participants may recall as many as 15 to 20 different lists of sentence-ending words. Because of the multiple memory tests inherent in the task, whatever the rehearsal buffer and operating demands may be within a single set of sentences (the aspect of processing that working memory span is intended to measure), there are major memory demands across sets (or lists) of items. To do well on multiple-list recall tasks, such as working memory span tasks, individuals must be successful at managing the memory component of the task so as to recall only those words that end the current set of sentences and no words that ended any previous sets of sentences (see May et al., 1999). This
should be relatively easy on the first few trials, as set sizes are small (often only two items) and few other sets will have been learned and subsequently recalled before the current trial. Recalling only current-set items becomes increasingly difficult as the task proceeds because the set sizes become progressively larger and many more items will have been presented and recalled before the current set.

Performance on these largest, late-presented sets may be particularly important in ultimately determining span size. This is because individuals who are most successful at recalling these largest, latest sets and hence have the largest spans are likely to be those who can best eliminate words presented on previous trials from consideration as candidates for recall when the most recent set is the target. A classic and alternative way of describing this is to say that individuals with large spans may be those who are best able to handle the proactive interference (PI) that builds up across the series of multiple study and test trials that constitute the span task. Following this logic, working memory span tasks may well measure the ability to reduce the competition or interference from items presented on previous trials, so that on subsequent trials, an individual is retrieving from only the most recently presented set. Working memory span tasks may also measure their intended operation, the capacity to simultaneously store and process currently relevant information, but if so, this ability may be obscured by the presence of interference in the task.

Consistent with this view is substantial evidence that the ability to manage PI contributes significantly to span performance. Much of this evidence comes from the individual and group differences in literature, in which several investigators have focused on the suggestion that the ability to resist interference is related to overall span performance (e.g., Chiappe, Hasher, & Siegel, 2000; Conway & Engle, 1994; Dempster, 1981; Dempster & Cooney, 1982; Jensen, 1964; May et al., 1999; Rosen & Engle, 1998; Rosner, 1972; Whitney et al., 1999). Further evidence comes from experimental manipulations of interference-relevant variables within the span task itself. A number of studies show that factors that act to decrease PI within the span task (e.g., reducing similarity among items) also act to boost span scores (e.g., Conrad & Hull, 1964; Shah & Miyake, 1996; Young & Supa, 1941). As well, recent evidence suggests that span measures, like other memory tasks (e.g., Underwood, 1957), can be influenced by previous laboratory experience (Lustig & Hasher, in press).

Thus, working memory span tasks may not be simple indices of the general mental capacity to store and manipulate information from the current trial. Instead, span performance is influenced by (perhaps among other things) the ability to control the buildup of PI across successive test trials. In particular, it is important to suppress or inhibit items from the no-longer-relevant, previous trials, so that they do not interfere with recall of the relevant items from the current trial (May et al., 1999). A major question then is whether span predicts performance on a wide range of high-level cognitive tasks because of its ability to measure current item processing, post item processing, or some combination of the two. That question is the focus of the present study.

To address the source of span’s predictive power, we capitalized on a recently reported finding by May et al. (1999) in which the amount of PI within the span task was experimentally manipulated. Specifically, May et al. modified the administration of the Daneman and Carpenter (1980) reading span task to create versions of the task that, relative to the standard administration, reduce the impact of PI on the largest set sizes. As described above, the standard administration of span presents the largest set sizes last, after numerous other trials, and a substantial amount of PI may build up before participants receive the longest trials. In one alternative administration used by May et al., the sequence of trials was reversed so that the largest set sizes were presented first rather than last, thus reducing the impact of PI on the longest trials. In a second alternative administration, distinctive breaks were added between each span trial to enhance the temporal distinctiveness between trials and to decrease similarity between trials, two factors well known to reduce the extent of PI (e.g., Underwood, 1945, 1957; Wickens & Cammarata, 1986; Wickens & Gittis, 1974). Consistent with the suggestion that PI plays an important role in determining span performance, May et al. found that these PI-reducing manipulations led to increased span scores.

The present study extends these findings by examining how span’s ability to predict performance on other cognitive tasks changes depending on whether the span task is administered in the standard, high-PI version versus in a version designed to reduce the impact of PI on working memory span. Specifically, we examined how correlations between span and recall of a short prose passage varied across situations in which PI was relatively high versus low within the span task itself. We chose prose recall as a predicted measure for several reasons. First, beginning with the classic study of Daneman and Carpenter (1980), memory for such passages has been widely used in the literature to examine the relation between span and language comprehension. Daneman and Carpenter asked participants to read a series of short passages and to answer questions about factual, gist, and inferential information after each passage. Of course, this is the precise content required by prose recall (see, e.g., Alba & Hasher, 1983). Following this lead, a number of studies investigating the relationship between span and language have used prose recall as their measure of language comprehension (e.g., Drevenstedt & Bellezza, 1993; Hess & Tate, 1992; Holland & Rabbitt, 1990; Jurdens & Reese, 1992; Lee-Sammons & Whitney, 1991; Light & Anderson, 1985; Morrow, Leirer, & Altieri, 1992; Stine, Lachman, & Wingfield, 1993), and prose recall is now widely viewed as an appropriate measure of language comprehension (see, e.g., Daneman & Merikle, 1996). We note that correlations between prose recall tasks and span tasks are as high as correlations between span and many other tasks (see Daneman & Merikle, 1996).

We also chose prose recall because, like other language measures (for example, determining anaphoric reference), it is likely to be affected by PI. Evidence for PI’s influence on language tasks accrues from several sources. To begin with, groups that are differentially vulnerable to interference (including learning disabled children, poor readers, and older adults) also show deficits on language recall and comprehension tasks (e.g., Gernsbacher, 1997; Gernsbacher & Faust, 1991; Light & Capps, 1986; Townsend, 1982; Zacks & Hasher, 1988; see Dempster & Corkill, 1999; Kemper, 1992, for reviews). Further, among healthy college students, measures of interference proneness (such as performance on the Brown-Peterson task) predict performance on standard reading comprehension tasks and memory tasks (Dempster, 1985; Dempster & Cooney, 1982). Finally, recall of short passages such as the one used here and throughout the language processing literature is influenced by variables known to affect PI, such as the
number of prior ideas or the similarity between sentences within the passage (Kintsch & Young, 1984; Schulster & Crouse, 1972). Because PI also affects span tasks, it seemed quite possible that a shared influence of PI on both span and prose recall might contribute to the correlation between them.

The general logic of the study was straightforward: If capacity is the basis on which span tasks predict other measures, reducing the amount of PI in the span task should have no impact on the correlation between span and prose recall. (The alternative administrations created by May et al., 1999, do not affect the capacity requirements of the span task; in all versions the same amount of information is to be processed and recalled.) If PI is the basis on which span tasks predict other measures, reducing the amount of PI in the span task should reduce the correlation between span and prose recall. We tested both younger and older adults on the standard and PI-reducing versions of the span task. Doing so allowed us to explore the pattern of correlations across a wider range of span scores than if we had tested only college students, thus increasing the generalizability of our findings. Further, older adults’ differential sensitivity to interference (e.g., Hasher & Zacks, 1988; Kane & Hasher, 1995; McDowd & Filion, 1992; Winocur & Moscovitch, 1983) makes them particularly interesting in studies of interference on cognitive tasks. Our findings for both groups were the same. Operations that reduced interference for each group raised their span scores (in replication of May et al., 1999) and reduced the ability of span to predict prose recall.

Method

Participants

One hundred sixty-seven young adults (ages 18–24) and 117 older adults (ages 61–75) participated in this experiment. Young adults were undergraduates at Duke University, the University of Arizona, and the College of Charleston. Older adults were community-dwelling volunteers in Durham, North Carolina, and Tucson, Arizona. All participants were native English speakers. The data from 17 young and 17 older adults were excluded because of health problems (e.g., recent history of stroke, uncorrected vision), participation in prior similar experiments, or failure to follow instructions during the course of the study. The final set of data was based on the performance of 150 young and 100 older participants.

Materials

Reading span. The sentences used in the present study came from the May et al. (1999) study. They selected 45 sentences from those originally created by Daneman and Carpenter (1980) and shortened them to range from 7 to 13 words in length. For example, the original sentence, “It was shortly after this that an unusual pressure of business called me into town,” was changed to, “Shortly after that, an unusual pressure of business called me into town.” These 45 sentences were then randomly assigned into five sets of two, five sets of three, and five sets of four sentences. Within a given set size, sentences were rotated to create five orders of presentation that were then counterbalanced across the 50 participants within each of the presentation formats given to each age group. Two different formats of presentation were used to assess working memory span for both young and older adults: (a) the “standard” format, in which the five trials for set size two were presented first, followed by the five trials for set size three and the five for set size four; and (b) the “descending” format, in which the five trials for set size four were presented first, followed by the five trials for set size three and the five for set size two. A third format, the “descending-with-breaks” condition, was used only with younger adult participants. In this condition, the descending sequence was followed but with distinctive, nonverbal tasks included after the recall of each successive set of sentences. Two familiar and distinctive sentences (i.e., “Jack and Jill went up the hill” and “Mary had a little lamb”) served as examples given to all participants as part of the instructions.

Filler tasks. The break tasks consisted of 14 unique nonverbal tasks (for example, Hidden Patterns and Card Rotations) from the Kit of Factor-Referenced Tests (Educational Testing Service, 1976). The nonverbal filler used between reading and recall of the story was the Digit Symbol subtest of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale—Revised (WAIS-R; Wechsler, 1981).

Story. The story used in this experiment was a 140-word paragraph with a Flesch–Kincaid grade level of 7.8 years. This story was selected to be similar in length and reading ease to those used by Daneman and Carpenter (1980). The story was divided into 24 idea units for scoring purposes, following a widely used procedure in prose memory (see, e.g., Bransford & Johnson, 1972; see Appendix for idea units).

Design and Procedure

Participants completed a working memory span task and then read a story, did a nonverbal filler task, and, finally, recalled the story. Older adults were randomly assigned to either the standard or descending span conditions (n = 50 in each condition); young adults were randomly assigned to the standard, descending, or descending-with-breaks span conditions (n = 50 in each condition) of May et al. (1999). Participants in the descending-with-breaks span condition received instructions for the break tasks prior to the span instructions and received a different break task for 45 s between each span trial.

The instructions for the reading span task were the same as those used by May et al. (1999) and closely followed those described by Daneman and Carpenter (1980). Participants were instructed to read and understand the sentence on each index card and try to remember the last word. As soon as the participant finished reading a card the next one was presented for reading and comprehension until a blank card appeared, indicating that participants should attempt to recall the last word for each of the sentences in that set. The words could be recalled in any order, with the exception that the last word of the set was not to be recalled first. Participants in the descending-with-breaks condition worked on one of the break tasks for 45 s before moving onto the next trial; all other participants began the next trial immediately after recall.

After the span task, participants were given the story and asked to read it aloud at a pace that would permit them to understand it and, subsequently, to answer some questions. They next received instructions for the nonverbal filler task (which was different from any of the tasks used as “breaks”) and worked on this task for 90 s.

Following the filler task, participants wrote down as much of the story as they could remember. They were asked to use the original words and phrasing of the story when possible, but were told that it was more important to recall the main ideas and events of the story. Participants were given up to 5 min to recall the story and no one required more time.

When finished with the experimental tasks, participants completed Version 3 of the Extended Range Vocabulary Test (ERVVT; Educational Testing Service, 1976) and other demographic and health forms. All older adults were tested in the morning (from 9 to 11 a.m.) and all young adults were tested in the afternoon (from 12 to 5 p.m.), following evidence suggesting that these times of testing are likely to maximize the performance of each age group (e.g., Intons-Peterson, Rocchi, West, McLellan, & Hackney, 1998; May & Hasher, 1998).

Results

Participants

The mean age, years of education, and ERVT (vocabulary) score for participants in each of the five conditions can be found in Table 1. The data for years of education and ERVT score were analyzed using a one-way, five-factor analysis of variance.
Table 1
Means and Standard Deviations for Age, Years of Education, and Vocabulary Scores for Each Group of Participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographics</th>
<th>Older adults</th>
<th>Younger adults</th>
<th>Descending-breaks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Ascending</td>
<td>Descending</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>68.9</td>
<td>68.6</td>
<td>19.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>13.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocabulary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>34.8</td>
<td>37.2</td>
<td>21.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>7.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(ANOVA) followed by Tukey post hoc tests with an alpha level of .05. Older adults had significantly more years of education and higher ERVT scores than did young adults. Within each age group, there were no differences in years of education (minimum significant difference = 0.91) or ERVT score (minimum significant differences = 4.26) as a function of span format.

Reading Span

The reading span data were scored in two ways. The “traditional” method was developed by Daneman and Carpenter (1980) and measures a participant’s span as the largest set size at which all words for the majority of trials, here three out of five, are correctly recalled. Partial credit (of .5) was given if all of the items for two (out of five) trials at that set size were correctly recalled. Scoring began with set size two for all participants, regardless of span format. Criteria (at least three out of five trials correct) for set size two had to be obtained before continuing to set size three, and criteria for set size three had to be met before continuing to set size four. Because this measure is somewhat arbitrary in the criteria it uses (e.g., for assigning partial credit) and, in particular, because it limits the range of scores and thus restricts the range for correlations (e.g., Daneman & Green, 1986), we also used a second, more sensitive, method. This “weighted items” method (see, e.g., Chiappe et al., 2000; May et al., 1999; Rosen & Engle, 1998) calculates span as the total number of words correctly recalled in fully correct trials (for example, three trials correct at set size two and one trial correct at set size three would give a span score of 9). We note that the two measures correlate highly (r = .89, p < .001), as has been reported elsewhere (see, e.g., Whitney et al., 1999). The mean scores are presented in Table 2.

The span manipulations used in the present study were designed to vary the extent of PI in the task. Because these manipulations were used by May et al. (1999), we expected to replicate their key findings, as follows: (a) Young adults would show their usual advantage compared with older adults when the standard span conditions were contrasted; (b) the interference-reducing, descending format would increase the span scores of older adults relative to the standard condition; and (c) the descending-with-breaks condition would increase the span scores of young adults over span scores in the other two conditions, which would not differ from each other, given young adults’ relative ability to handle PI.

To test these specific predictions, the data were analyzed using planned contrasts done on both scoring methods.1 Because the outcomes were similar across the two methods, we report only the data for the weighted item span score. As expected, and consistent with a large literature (e.g., Gick, Craik, & Morris, 1988; Saltz & Babcock, 1991; Zacks & Hasher, 1988), young adults had higher span scores than older adults when span was administered in the standard, ascending condition; t(98) = 4.00, p = .0001. Older adults tested with the PI-reducing descending format had higher span scores than did older adults tested with the standard format, t(98) = 2.27, p = .02. Although the span scores for young and older adults differed when the standard format was used, this difference was no longer reliable when young and older adults were tested with the descending format, t(98) = 1.29, p = .20.2 Finally, young adults tested in the descending-with-breaks condition had higher span scores than young adults tested in the other two conditions, t(148) = 3.68, p = .0003, whereas performance in ascending and descending conditions did not differ, t(98) < 1.

Thus, reducing the PI component of the span task by administering it so that the longest and most difficult trials occurred before previous items could disrupt recall (before PI could build up) improved the span scores of older adults but not young adults. Further reducing the impact of PI by introducing unique break tasks after each trial raised the scores of young adults.

The results of two subsidiary analyses support our claim that the experimental manipulations increased span performance for both young and older adults by reducing PI. First, we examined the rate of intrusions (words that were not the last words of sentences in the current set) as a function of item span for each group. (See Table 3.) The rate of intrusions was generally low (as is common

---

1 A third set of analyses using the total number of words recalled as the dependent measure led to identical conclusions.

2 We note that the effect size for the age difference in the ascending condition was of relatively large size and consistent across this study and May et al. (1999). The effect size for the age difference in the ascending condition was relatively large according to Cohen (1988), d = .77 in the current study, and d = .72 in May et al. The effect size for the age difference in the descending condition was small, d = .29, for both studies. Further, this difference changed direction from one study to the next, favoring older adults in May et al. and younger adults in the current study.
Table 2
Means and Standard Deviations of Standard Span, Item Span, and Prose Recall Scores and Correlation Between Span and Prose Recall for Each Group of Participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Span and prose recall measures</th>
<th>Older adults</th>
<th>Younger adults</th>
<th>Descending-breaks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ascending</td>
<td>Descending</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard score</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>3.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item score</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>20.10</td>
<td>23.56</td>
<td>26.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>8.07</td>
<td>6.05</td>
<td>8.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prose recall</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>12.43</td>
<td>12.88</td>
<td>14.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>3.26</td>
<td>3.56</td>
<td>4.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlation</td>
<td>.29</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The majority of older adults tested in the ascending condition were unable to recall any trials at set size four, but the majority of older adults tested in the descending condition were able to successfully produce at least one trial at this set size. Older adults in the descending condition tended to recall more trials at set size four than did older adults tested in the ascending condition, \( t(98) = 1.60, p = .11 \). In addition, the age difference in set size four recall was much larger in the standard, ascending condition than in the PI-reducing descending condition. Young adults had much higher scores than older adults when tested in the ascending condition, \( t(98) = 3.87, p = .00001 \). In contrast, the age difference in the descending condition was marginal, \( t(98) = 1.51, p = .13 \). Finally, young adults tested in the descending-with-breaks condition scored higher at set size four than did young adults tested in the two no-breaks conditions, \( t(148) = 4.51, p = .0001 \). Thus, these data are consistent with the conclusion that PI plays a substantial role in determining performance.

Second, we examined the number of correctly completed trials at set size four, once again using the planned contrasts design. (See Table 3.) If, as we claim, our experimental manipulations boosted span performance by reducing the impact of PI on the longest trials, participants tested in the PI-reducing conditions (descending for older adults, descending-with-breaks for young adults) should obtain higher scores on this set size relative to their counterparts in the other conditions. In general, all our participants found these large set size trials to be very difficult; even in the young descending-with-breaks group, only three participants successfully completed the recall of all five trials at this set size.

Table 3
Means and Standard Deviations of Intrusion Rates and Number of Sets Recalled at Set Size Four for Each Group of Participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Additional span interference measures</th>
<th>Older adults</th>
<th>Younger adults</th>
<th>Descending-breaks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ascending</td>
<td>Descending</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrusion rates</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td>.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set size four recall</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>1.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

in the PI literature; see, e.g., Dempster, 1985; Postman & Keppel, 1977). However, older adults tested in the ascending condition (whose span performance is most likely to be influenced by PI) had a higher rate of intrusions than any other group. Using the same planned contrasts design to analyze these data as for the span data, we found that older adults tested in the ascending condition made more intrusions than older adults tested in the descending condition, \( t(98) = 2.96, p = .003 \). The number of intrusions made by older and younger adults did not differ for participants tested in the descending condition \( (t < 1) \). The intrusion rates for young adults were in general very low, and although the pattern of means is consistent with our predictions (young adults in the descending-with-breaks condition have a slightly lower intrusion rate than young adults in the two no-breaks conditions), this difference is not reliable, \( t(148) = 1.02 \).
descending-with-breaks for young adults) also reduce intrusion rates and improve performance on the longest trials, supporting the idea that the beneficial effects of these manipulations were indeed the result of a reduction in PI.

**Prose Recall**

Two raters scored each participant’s recall of the prose passage for gist recall of the idea units. Following training on scoring, the interrater reliability, calculated on the number of idea units for each participant, was extremely high ($r = .97$). Discrepancies of 1 point were resolved by taking the average of the two scores; discrepancies greater than 1 point were resolved by discussion. As is commonly found in the prose memory literature, older adults had lower story recall scores ($M = 12.7$) than did young adults ($M = 14.8$), $t(1, 248) = 19.34$, $p = .001$, but within each age group story recall score did not differ as a function of span condition ($F < 1$).

The critical question for this investigation was whether reducing the PI component in the span task would reduce its ability to predict recall of the story. To answer this question, we calculated the correlations between the item span score and the story recall score for each group. On the basis of a considerable literature, our expectation was that the standard format span task would correlate with recall. As can be seen from Table 2, this correlation for both young and older adults was close to .30. Correlations in this range are widely reported (see Daneman & Merikle, 1996). The descending span task also showed a reliable correlation for young adults.

As can be seen, the same manipulations that increased span scores decreased the correlation between span and story recall. For older adults, only the standard ascending span predicted story recall; when PI was reduced by using the descending administration, span performance no longer predicted story recall performance. For young adults, reducing the PI component of the task by using the ascending-with-breaks format both raised span scores and eliminated the relation between span and story recall.

We note that the absence of reliable correlations between the PI-reducing manipulations and recall cannot be attributed to measurement problems. First, within each age group, the range of span scores on the critical, PI-reducing conditions is as great as it is for the standard conditions. Second, the range of prose recall scores is consistent across all the span conditions. Further, the split half reliability (Spearman–Brown) scores for all the span measures are in a range that is considered good to strong ($r = .6-.8$) and so do not limit the ability to see correlations (or their absence) between span and story recall.

Finally, as a check on the validity of the correlations, we compared the story recall performance of the 12 participants with the lowest and highest item span scores within each group. (See Table 4.) Separate ANOVAs for each age group’s story recall scores followed by contrasts of the story recall scores of the low-versus high-span subgroups were consistent with the correlation results. The story recall performance of low-span participants was substantially lower than that of high-span participants for older adults tested using the ascending, high-PI version of the span task, $t(22) = 2.03$, $p = .049$, but not for older adults tested using the descending, reduced-PI version of the span task ($t < 1$). Similarly, the story recall performance of low- and high-span young adults differed for young adults tested in the two no-breaks conditions, $t(46) = 2.59$, $p = .01$, but not for young adults tested in the descending-with-breaks condition ($t < 1$). The results from this subsidiary analysis are consistent with the correlation results: In the PI-reducing conditions (descending for older adults, descending-with-breaks for young adults), span fails to predict prose recall.

**Discussion**

The normative view in cognition is that working memory span tasks measure the capacity available for individuals to maintain and operate on current information. However, as many have noted, the tasks that assess working memory are actually quite complex.

---

3 We have been asked why groups that differ in interference proneness (young and older adults) would show the same correlation between span (on which mean performance will differ) and story recall (on which mean performance will also differ). In response, we would say that unless the relationship between span and prose recall performance is curvilinear and steeper at one end of the function than at another, similar correlations would be expected. The correlations should also be similar, if flat, if there is one factor (say interference) that is causally related to both measures and that can be eliminated in one task by experimental manipulation.

4 A series of effect size and power analyses are consistent with these conclusions, although a Fisher’s $z$ test for differences between correlation coefficients yields only marginal results ($z = 1.07$ for old ascending vs. old descending, $z = 1.48$ for young descending-with-breaks vs. the two no-breaks conditions). With respect to the effect size analyses, we first note that the effect sizes for the correlations are larger in the standard conditions than in the PI-reducing conditions. The correlations between span and prose recall in the standard conditions are of intermediate size ($r = .30$; Cohen, 1988) and consistent with the larger literature. In contrast, the correlations between span and prose recall in the two PI-reducing conditions fall slightly below even the recommended standard for small effect sizes ($r = .10$). Further, the effect sizes for the differences between the correlations ($q = .22$ for older adults, $q = .32$ for younger adults) are also in the intermediate range ($q = .30$). However, because our sample size was rather small for an individual differences study, we had low power to detect these differences statistically using the Fisher’s $z$ test.

5 We thank Timothy Salthouse for these suggestions. We note that although young adults tested in the descending condition have a numerically lower reliability than other groups (.6), they have the highest correlation between span and prose recall of any group. It is therefore unlikely that the low reliabilities in the PI-reducing conditions are the cause of the low correlations between span and prose recall.
and performance on them is multiply determined. In particular, May et al. (1999) observed that most assessments of working memory span have multiple study and test trials. As a result, working memory span tasks also require that participants manage the past such that items from antecedent test trials do not interfere at the time of recall with items from the current set of to-be-recalled materials. If the past is not well managed, presumably by being suppressed when no longer relevant (Hasher, Zacks, & May, 1999; Zacks & Hasher, 1994), then the consideration set at the time of recall will consist of currently relevant items along with others that were previously relevant, setting the stage for poorer recall than if only the currently relevant items were active and thereby lowering span scores (e.g., Anderson, 1974, 1976; Watkins & Watkins, 1975).

Working memory span scores are inherently vulnerable to the negative effects of prior learning because the effects are known to build up rapidly across successive tasks within a task. As a result, trials farther from the beginning of a task will be more impacted by interference than trials closer to the beginning (e.g., Keppel & Underwood, 1962; Wickens, 1970). As it happens, most span tasks have their longest trials late in the series, and it is success on these late trials that is important for obtaining a high span score. As a result, the assessment of span is, in many instances, confounded by the buildup of PI inherent in successive tests of memory.

In replication of May et al. (1999), we confirmed that working memory span scores can be affected by manipulations that reduce the impact of interference on these longest trials. Reducing the impact of PI on these longest trials by presenting them first in the sequence, rather than last, improves the span scores of older adults. Further reducing the impact of PI by also adding brief nonverbal filler tasks between each set of sentences (thus increasing the distinctiveness of each trial) improves the span scores of young adults. Because the amount of information to be stored and processed remains the same across the different experimental manipulations, these findings, like those of May et al., are not easily explained by a capacity view of span. As well, they confirm that interference can indeed confound measures of working memory span. What they do not tell us is whether this confound plays a role in the predictive power that measures of working memory span have shown (see Daneman & Merikle, 1996).

To address this question, we compared the correlations between working memory span and prose recall when span was measured with more (the standard task) versus less (the experimental manipulations) interference operating on the largest set sizes. Our findings were generally straightforward. For both older and young adults, the correlations were reliable (and around .30) when the standard administration of span was given, and for both groups the correlations fell short of reliability (and were less than .10) when interference in the span task was reduced. The correlation pattern was confirmed by examining the prose recall performance of the people with the highest and lowest span scores within each group. For people tested in the standard condition (and for whom span predicted prose recall), subgroups with high span scores had higher prose recall scores than did subgroups with low span scores. For people tested in the PI-reducing conditions, subgroups with high and low span scores had equivalent prose recall scores. Thus, the confound in the spanmeasurement appears to carry over into the predictive realm, suggesting that the ability to control the buildup of interference in standard administrations of span tasks is at least part of the reason individual differences in span predict individual differences in prose recall.

This finding is not actually so surprising because story recall, like many language-based tasks that span predicts, has a memory component inherent in it, and all memory-based tasks, whether dealing with arbitrary nonsense syllables, pairs of words, lists of words, stories, life events, or the linkages that need to be established for language comprehension to occur are to some degree vulnerable to the same interference-based memory effects (e.g., Alba & Hasher, 1983; see Dempster & Corkill, 1999, for a discussion of the role of interference in on-line reading comprehension). Thus, the present data can be seen as powerful in their implications for a mechanism that underlies group and individual differences in the ability to do a wide range of tasks. However, the present data are also merely suggestive. Of course, we used just one set of materials to assess span and just one task to look at individual differences. Our sample sizes, although large for an experimental study, were more moderate in scope for a correlational one. We unfortunately did not control the prior laboratory experience of our participants (i.e., the number of previous studies people had participated in), and we have recently learned that prior experience has a negative effect on at least one measure of working memory span (see Lustig & Hasher, in press). Such a failure of control may or may not account for a puzzling aspect of the present findings. Specifically, although interference susceptibility can account for age differences in span (a large literature suggests this; see Kane & Hasher, 1995) and for individual differences in the predictive utility of span, it does not fare so well in accounting for both simultaneously. That is because there are three groups in the present study with similar spans, old ascending, young ascending, and young descending, with different correlational patterns. We have not been able to generate a single factor account of both individual and group differences, and that raises the possibility that another, as yet unspecified factor is also operating. We note, however, that general capacity views of span cannot account for this pattern either (and, further, they cannot account for the changes in span scores and in patterns of correlations when interference is high versus low within an age group).

To return to the main focus of the study, we note that capacity accounts of working memory hold that span tasks measure the resources available for storing and manipulating activated memory representations and that this capacity is a critical determinant of performance in a range of cognitive domains. With respect to capacity, it is important to note that the different methods used here to administer the span task were equivalent in their demand for storage and manipulation both within each trial and summed across all trials. Thus, if span primarily measures capacity, neither span scores nor the ability of those scores to predict another task should have varied as a function of the way in which the span task itself was administered. Because both measures changed, capacity, as currently construed in the literature, cannot be the sole determinant of performance in span tasks or in span tasks’ ability to predict other tasks (see also Martin, 1995; Wingfield, Waters, & Tun, 1998). (For comparisons of the inhibitory view of working memory function with views that emphasize constructs such as general executive control or self-initiated processing, please see Hasher, Tonet, Lustig, and Zacks, in press; Lustig, Hasher, & Tonet, in press.)
The present data clearly implicate processes that underlie interference as being critical determinants of span scores and of their predictive value. Elsewhere Hasher et al. (1999; Zacks & Hasher, 1994) have speculated that the ability to overcome PI depends largely on the efficiency with which one can inhibit the no-longer-relevant past as new information is presented. The benefit of efficient inhibition of the past is seen whenever a current task requires the retrieval of information from the most recent time period. This is because the set of items under consideration for retrieval will be narrowly focused when inhibition is effective, and will be broader, including more of the irrelevant past, when it is not. Individuals who differ in inhibitory efficiency should show differences on tasks that require rapid and accurate retrieval. As well, circumstances that alter inhibitory efficiency should also impact on tasks requiring accurate retrieval. Span and prose memory are two such tasks. Thus, an important mechanism underlying the effects seen here and perhaps others in the working memory span literature may well be inhibitory in nature.
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Appendix

Prose Passage (Separated Into Idea Units)

Sharon Brown’s car / had fallen apart / to the point of being a total write-off. / She needed to get around town, / so she applied to get a monthly discount bus pass. / She didn’t relish the idea / of riding the bus, / but the passes were not expensive, they fit well into her budget. / The transit service also allowed her to do all of the activities / she needed her car for, / such as shopping, / visiting friends, and / going to the zoo. / The zoo trips / were especially nice / since she liked to go there at least once a month. / With the bus / she would not have to worry about paying / the five dollar / parking fee / which she had always perceived as unfair. / The more she thought about it, the more that Sharon realized / that the idea of taking the bus / was a good one.
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